Welcome to LinkedIn Learning
We’re glad you’re here

LinkedIn Learning is a highly personalized learning experience designed to help you achieve your professional goals through learning you can access anywhere and immediately apply.

We encourage you to connect your LinkedIn account to LinkedIn Learning, so you’ll have a richer learning experience powered by the data and insights of the LinkedIn network.

It’s easy to use your LinkedIn account to connect to LinkedIn Learning

1. Copy the SSO link provided by your LinkedIn Learning Admin and paste it into your browser.
2. Enter your network credentials (Note: This screen may look different depending on your SSO provider i.e. Okta, ADFS, etc.).
3. Next, you’ll be prompted to connect your personal LinkedIn account, or continue without connecting an account. If you don’t have a LinkedIn account but wish to create one, click “Connect my LinkedIn account” and on the next page click “Join now”.
4. If you chose not to connect your account, skip to the next step.
5. Get started by choosing the course category you are most interested in.
6. Select the skills that are of most interest to you. As you select skill categories, similar skills will populate that you may also be interested in.
7. Set a weekly learning goal if you want reminders to continue learning each week, or skip the prompt – you can set a weekly goal later, if you wish.
8. Start learning!
Or create a separate Learning account

1. Start by clicking ‘Get started now’ from within the email sent by your account Admin
2. SSO authentication You may get asked to sign in
3. Create a separate Learning account

4. Welcome, Jim.
   Before we get started, tell us a bit about yourself to help us personalize your learning experience

5. Get started by choosing the library you are most interested in

6. Select at least one skill you want to learn. As you select skill categories, similar skills will populate that you may also be interested in.

7. You’re all set, Jim
   We’ll show you recommendations based on your choices. Happy learning!

Start learning!
Here are a few benefits to connecting your LinkedIn account to LinkedIn Learning:

1. **Save time** with easy access directly from LinkedIn.com

2. **Experience more personalized learning** with personalized recommendations based on your professional profile and what others in your role or industry are learning.

3. **Keep learning top-of-mind** with high-quality, expert-led learning recommendations as you scroll down your newsfeed.

Don’t have a LinkedIn account? Creating one is simple. It’s an easy process and only requires a name, email address, location, job title and company name.

Your data is secure and your privacy is our #1 priority.

When you connect your LinkedIn account, rest assured that only your learning activity will be shared with your employer. No other activity or data from your LinkedIn account will ever be accessible or shared with your employer. See the details of our Privacy Information here.

If you choose not to connect your LinkedIn account, you will create a separate LinkedIn Learning account that is not connected to LinkedIn.com.

What if I change my mind? I connected my LinkedIn account to LinkedIn Learning, and now want to disconnect it?

See more details on how to disconnect here.

To access your learning account visit: learning.linkedin.com